
Families who put a premium on being very healthy in all aspects of their 
lives plan for a healthy life. They know that having no health issues now  

is not a free ride.  Breathing clean, pollution-free air is the key to healthy 
lungs for life.  One alarmingly simple fact to consider is that if you don’t  

use an air purifier, your lungs are the purifier.  Enjoy peace of mind  

creating a clean, healthy environment for your family & loved ones. 

Free Your Air  

of Unpleasant Odors 
Including: smoke, pets,  

chemicals, & cooking odors.   

Eliminate Stale Air, 
 including: mold & mildew  

and the resulting musty scent. 

Breathe easier 
Especially those suffering from 

asthma, COPD, allergies,  

and other diseases. 

People spend over 90% of their 
time indoors.  The FA purifier is  

an essential wellness product. 

Remove Dust Particles  
Dust mites, Dirt,  

Allergy & Asthma Triggers,  

Toxins, Pollens, Soot. 

FA Purifiers drop particulate  

15 times faster than gravity.  

Bonus: Reduce House Cleaning 

Kill Germs on Surfaces  
90% of colds and illness are caught 
indoors.  You carry germs with you 
each time you return home.  Slow 
down or eliminate the sharing of 

germs & illness with the 24/7 clean 
air protection of Fresh Air Purifiers. 

Nasty Toxins 
Do you worry about the long-term 

affect of breathing in invisible      
toxins and chemicals?  There are   
75 to 1,150 toxins in your home.        

There are 3,000 chemicals present 
in our homes that have not been 

tested in the United States. 

Save Money 
Stop purchasing air fresheners. 

Take fewer trips to the doctor. 

Purchase fewer medications.  

Fewer sick days.  Be your  

healthiest.  Good health starts  

with good clean breathing. 

The EPA has stated that indoor Air Quality can be up to five times more  

polluted than outdoor air.  Take control of your indoor Air Quality with  

a purification system so superior it leverages Space Certified Technology™. 
 

We offer a FreshAir Surround for 3,000sqft areas & a FreshAir Box Purifier for areas under 1,500sqft.   

Only one portable purifier for an entire home or office.  Great ROI.  Purifiers work for years. 

Please Contact Me for More Information: 

Diana Hoffman 

614 - 873 - 6622 
www.myvollara.com/dianahoffman 

Diana@ActiveAirPurifiers.com 

FreshAir Surround FreshAir Box 


